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RECENT TRENDS IN WORJLERS COMPENSATION COVERAGE 

ABSTRACT 

As a line of business, workers compensation has undergone many significant changes in the last 

few years. Key elements at the forefront of change include the following: 

l Increased levels of retained exposure by employers; 

l Rapid growth in managed care initiatives; and 

l State enactment of comprehensive system reforms. 

Due to the above changes, actuaries involved in reserving workers compensation coverage will 

fmd it necessary to use new methodologies and assumptions to correctly estimate reserve levels 

because historical loss data may not accurately predict future cost levels and trends. When 

employers purchase large deductible insurance they retain the smaller more stable losses and leave 

the catastrophic exposures to the insurer. This creates increased severities, decreased frequencies 

and longer tailed reporting and payment patterns. Use of managed care techniques should 

decrease medical severities and should also decrease indemnity severities and will likely cause a 

shift in frequency among types of injuries. The impact of statutory benefit level reforms must be 

assessed before all affected claims are reported and settled. Thus the challenge will be to make 

well informed judgments as to the impact of such comprehensive changes on future reserve levels. 

The purpose of this paper is not so much to answer questions but rather to raise the types of 

questions the reserving actuary must ask in order to revise and revamp his or her approach to 

reserving workers compensation exposures, 
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RECENT TRENDS IN WORKERS COMPENSATION COVERAGE 

ODUCm 

Several changes have occurred in the workers compensation marketplace in recent years. Three 

of the most significant changes which affect reserve levels are: 

l Increased levels of retained exposure by employers; 

l Rapid growth in managed care initiatives; and 

l State enactment of comprehensive system reforms. 

The first section of this paper describes how the increased retention of the exposure by insureds 

affects standard reserving techniques. This section also describes a relatively simple modification 

to the standard Bornhuetter-Ferguson procedure which is used in reserving excesslreinsurance 

products. 

The second section discusses managed care initiatives and how they impact standard reserving 

assumptions. This section also provides a general discussion of the various roles of the insurance 

carrier, employer, employee, case manager, claim adjuster and medical provider in a managed 

care setting. In describing these roles we outline the managed care process and highlight some 

of the savings associated with managed care initiatives. 

The third section discusses some special financial arrangements between insurance carriers and 

managed care organizations and discusses the effect these arrangements may have on reserve 
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levels. As a natural extension of this section, we outline some techniques for measuring managed 

care savings in workers compensation. 

The fourth section discusses how health insurance principles can be used to derive a capitated rate 

for workers’ compensation medical costs. 

Finally, we take a brief look at the types of workers compensation reforms that have occurred 

over the last few years and how these reforms may affect loss reserves. 

I. HIGH 

Starting in the early 1990’s, many carriers began to offer high deductible policies to their workers’ 

compensation insureds. These deductibles would usually range between $50,000 and $l,OOO,OOO 

per occurrence. These products were offered to: 

l Reduce the carriers’ share of the highly unprofitable residual markets in several states; 

l Compete with self-insurance and excess workers compensation products; 

l Have the insured share in its own loss experience and directly benefit from effective risk 

management procedures and pay for ineffective procedures; and 

l Market a product that fits in with some companies’ strategic plans. 



These policies create complications for many reserving analysts who previously may have only 

reserved “first dollar” workers compensation products. The extended and slow reporting patterns 

displayed by many workers compensation industry statistics is almost unfathomable. For 

example, recent data published by the Reinsurance Association of America implies that only 50% 

of the losses are reported 8 years after the beginning of the accident year”. 

If a primary company begins to write excess/high deductible workers compensation products and 

does not separately analyze this experience, reserve projection methods may produce biased 

results. We will illustrate this through an example where the reserve analyst uses a simple 

incurred loss projection method. However, instead of analyzing the data separately for high 

deductible products and primary products, the analyst assumes that the combined loss experience 

will be reflected in development factors and result in unbiased projections. This approach will 

significantly understate a company’s estimated reserves. 

To illustrate this point, assume: 

‘) 1995 edition of Reinsurance Association of America. The 8 year period assumes a 
relatively low per occurrence retention (e.g., $50,000 - 200,000). It would take longer 
than 8 years for one-half of the losses to be reported if the retention were higher. We 
would also note that reporting patterns differ significantly from company to company and 
some carriers (especially those who specialize in excess/high deductible workers 
compensation exposures) may display significantly quicker reporting patterns than average 
industry statistics as published by RAA. The reporting pattern is heavily dependent upon 
the carrier’s case reserving philosophy (e.g., use of additional case reserves) and how 
quickly claims are reserved as permanent total disability cases. 
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l Company A has been in existence for 15 years and prior to year 10 only wrote first dollar 

workers’ compensation coverage in 15 states. 

l Starting in year 10 Company A began to offer high deductible policies, all with a deductible 

amount of $lOO,GOO. 

l The high deductible premium represents 5 % of total premium in year 10 and grows to 10% 

in year 11 and 15% in year 12 and subsequent years. 

l Company A assumes that the high deductible policies are a small percentage of the total so it 

does not alter its reserving procedure (which consists mainly of an incurred loss development 

method based on the historical weighted average development factors). 

l The incurred development projection produces an accurate estimate of reserves for years 9 and 

prior. 

As the attached Exhibits l-4 display, this approach will substantially underestimate reserve levels. 

The reserve underestimation represents over 30% of carried reserves at the end of year 15. 

This example is based on a hypothetical block of workers compensation nusiness and is intended 

to highlight the importance of separating the high deductible experience and analyzing it 

separately. 
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It should be noted that in addition to the reporting pattern difference, two other factors will affect 

the reserve shortfall using Company A’s traditional approach: 

1) The trend for excess losses exceeds the trend in primary losses; and 

2) The ultimate undiscounted loss ratio for high deductible policies generally exceeds the loss 

ratio for primary policies. This is largely because investment income will be substantial for 

high deductible policies. 

As the above example implies, the extended reporting pattern for excess/high deductible workers 

compensation products compels the actuary to place little weight on the unadjusted traditional 

incurred projection method. 

We would recommend that the following techniques be utilized to estimate reserves for the 

carrier’s high deductible exposures: 

1) Counts times average severity 2); 

2) Trended pure premium method*); 

3) Expected loss ratio method; 

4) Bornhuetter-Ferguson method (B-F); and 

5) B-F method - adjusted for off-balance. 

*) See Funding for Retained Workers Compensation Exposures by Brian Z. Brown and 
Michael D. Price, CAS Forum, 1994 for a discussion of these methods. 



Additionally, we would recommend that medical losses be analyzed separately from indemnity 

losses. These two types of losses have different development patterns and much of the excess 

development in the older accident years is usually attributable to medical losses, 

Methods 1-4 are widely used and discussed in detail in the actuarial literature3). We believe that 

method 5 is also used but the particulars of this method are not as well published. Therefore, we 

will provide a brief description of this method. 

There are two parameters (assumptions) which are needed to perform B-F calculations by accident 

year. 

l A set of d priori loss ratios (which will vary by accident year based on rate adequacy as well 

as other factors); and 

l An assumed reporting pattern for incurred losses. 

When analysts select their assumptions, they use their best acNaria1 judgement; however, they 

will not know for many years (or possibly not even in their lifetime for excess workers 

compensation) if these assumptions are correct. Additionally, the assumptions need to be revisited 

3, NCCI publishes data to assist in selecting excess frequency and severity assumptions - see 
Gillam, Retrospective Rating: Excess Loss Factors (PCAS LXXVIII). Additionally, many 
carriers can create historical excess experience b;/limposing phantom deductibles on 
previous first dollar claim experience. Methods 1 - 4 above refer to projections in the 
excess layer (i.e., for method 1 the counts and average severity are for the excess layer). 
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annually, and modified if indicated. The B-F off-balance method incorporates an additional stel 

into the traditional B-F method. This adjustment is documented in Exhibit 5 and involve: 

comparing actual reported losses to expected reported losses (for all accident years) and adjusting 

the B priori loss ratios for a portion of the difference in the ratio of actual to expected reportec 

losses. 

One potential shortcoming with the traditional B-F method is that if actual loss experience is 

worse (or better) than expected due to an understatement (or overstatement) in the g priori loss 

ratios, it may take a long time before this is reflected. The B-F adjustment, as displayed on 

Exhibit 5, corrects for this phenomenon by adjusting for 50% of the indicated off-balance (i.e., 

the percentage difference between the actual reported and expected reported losses).4) We selected 

the 50% for illustrative purposes. We believe that it is important that the actual loss experience 

be used (at least partially) to modify the initial assumptions. 

In our first example on Exhibit 5, we constructed a scenario where the analyst selected an B priori 

loss ratio of 80%) whereas the actual loss ratio is 100%. We then display the corresponding off 

balance calculations. For all accident years combined, we would have expected $1.2 million of 

losses to be reported; however, $1.5 million was actually reported. This should alert the analyst 

4, It should be noted that analysis of the data may assist in selecting the off-balance 
weighting. For example, if the ratio of actual to expected losses is less than one for all 
accident years, it may imply that the a priori loss ratios are overstated (indicating an off- 
balance weighting near 1 .OO or revision of the a priori loss ratios). However, if there is 
a trend in the ratio of actual to expected losses it may imply a bias in the reporting pattern 
(this would indicate a low off-balance weighting and a revision to the reporting pattern). 
In other cases, it may not be clear from analysis of the data which assumption is biased 
so a weighting near 50% may not be unreasonable. 
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that one (or both) of the underlying B-F assumptions may be incorrect. Underlying assumptions 

should be scrutinized, particularly if the ratio of actual to expected losses is either consistently 

less than 1 .OO or greater than 1 .OO for multiple accident years. However, it may be difficult or 

impossible to determine whether the a priori loss ratios should be modified or the reporting pattern 

should be modified. Therefore, we introduce the off-balance calculation. 

In the example on Exhibit 5, the actual reported losses are 25 % higher than the expected losses. 

Therefore, we adjust these a priori loss ratios upward by 12.5%, or one half of the off-balance. 

We theorize that since actual experience is not consistent with our expectations, either the % priori 

loss ratios are understated, the reporting pattern is too slow or the experience to date has a 

relatively large random element. We have assumed that 50% of the difference is attributable to 

the ;i priori loss ratio assumption. The bottom of Exhibit 5 displays the revised B-F calculation 

and the resultant loss ratio of 93 % for all accident years combined. This adjusted B-F calculation 

produces results closer to the actual loss ratio of 100% than the initial unmodified B-F calculation 

which produces a loss ratio of 86% for all years combined. 

The accuracy of the off-balance calculation is dependent upon many factors including: 

l The accuracy of the initial assumptions; and 

l The randomness associated with the actual reported losses to date. 

As mentioned above, we believe that if the actual losses reported to date are consistently and 

significantly different than expectations, then the analyst should repeatedly review the assumptions 
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underlying the B-F calculation. If the analyst does not have enough additional information to 

modify the assumptions, we believe that the B-F adjusted for off balance should be reviewed when 

selecting ultimate loss ratios. We have computed B-F calculations both with and without an 

adjustment for off-balance for the following scenarios (note that we have assumed that the “true” 

loss ratio is 100%): 

The corresponding calculation for the adjusted B-F is as follows: 

Adjusted (for off-balance) B-F Loss Ratio* - AJI Years 
I II 

Lass Ratio Assumptions 

Reporting Pattern Less Than Actual Equal to Actual Greater tban Actual 
4 

Quicker than Actual 72% 77% 83% 

Equal to Actual 93% 100% 107% 

Slower than Actual 105% 113% 120% 

*For 50% of the off-balance 

For the examples we constructed, the adjusted B-F calculation produces more accurate indications 

when the expected reporting pattern is accurate. It is also generally more accurate when the a 
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priori loss ratio is understated. As a note, understatement of the ii priori loss ratios is often a 

concern for reserving actuaries. 

II. MANAGEnCAREINrTJATlVES 

. . 
ton of wed Care lnltlatl V 

The objective of workers compensation managed care can be summed up in one sentence; “To 

combine medical cost containment with optimal medical treatment and concurrently expedite 

worker re-entry into the work force.” The process of managed care has many possible 

components, which is why there are many different definitions of managed care floating about. 

A comprehensive workers compensation managed care program requires committed participation 

from all interested parties: the insurance carrier or third party administrator (TPA), the medical 

provider (hospitals, physicians etc.), the case manager, the utilization review vendor, the 

employer and the employee. Each participant brings to the table a component of the managed 

care process. For example: 

l Insurance carriers and TPA’s must be dedicated to proper claims handling. Workloads per 

examiner should be reasonable (e.g. maximum of 150-200 lost time files per claims handler). 

Claims handling policies and procedures should foster pro-active, investigative, cooperative 

claims handling that is always focused on the ultimate goal of claim resolution and returning 

injured workers back to work. 

l Via preferred provider organizations (PPO’s) physicians, hospitals, durable equipment 

vendors, home health care providers etc. agree to provide medical goods and services at pre- 
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negotiated discounts as long as one of the providers in the PPO is used. The pre-negotiated 

discounts are usually 15% to 25% below the charges allowed by the legislated workers 

compensation fee schedule for a given state, if one exists. If there is no fee schedule then the 

pre-negotiated discounts will be less than the usual and customary charges for the area. 

Discounts typically vary by type of provider. An orthopaedic surgeon will often give less of 

a discount than an internist simply due to the law of supply and demand. Providers must be 

focused not only on proper medical treatment for the injured worker but also in returning that 

worker to gainful employment as soon as feasible (in order to reduce indemnity payments). 

Thus it is not sufficient to simply use a typical health care PPO for workers compensation 

injuries. Workers compensation PPO’s must include occupational medicine physicians, 

providers must be trained on return to work issues, and some types of speciality physicians, 

such as obstetricians, may not be necessary at all. 

Health maintenance organizations (HMO’s) are also providers of workers compensation 

medical services. HMO’s provide comprehensive medical care for a negotiated fixed fee per 

person, payable per month/year, called a capitated rate which is paid to physicians for delivery 

of all health services to injured workers. The capitated rate is fixed regardless of the 

amount/type of service rendered. Physicians and other health professionals are on salary or 

under contract with the HMO to provide such services at the capitated rate. Injured workers 

are steered by their employer to a primary care physician (gatekeeper) within the HMO who 

decides upon appropriate medical treatment and refers injured workers to specialists within 

the HMO if necessary. 
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A case manager is typically a registered nurse. with a certified case manager (C.C.M.) 

designation and experience in handling industrial disability cases. The case manager ensures 

that proper medical treatment and return to work protocols are applied for a specific type of 

injury. Such protocols are available from several different sources including Milliman and 

Robertson, Interqual and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Industrial 

Accident Study. Many managed care organizations develop their own internal protocols as 

well. The case manager develops a treatment plan for the injured worker based on protocol 

and the particular set of circumstances, communicates it to the treating physician, employer, 

employee and claims handler and then constantly monitors the treatment process to keep it on 

track. The case manager will also work closely with the employer and perhaps a vocational 

rehabilitation specialist to develop appropriate light duty (return to work) programs where 

necessary. 

l Utilization review is often outsourced to a vendor. The goal here is to influence, manage, 

assess, improve and review patient care on an individual case basis. Via utilization review, 

medical treatment is evaluated based upon frequency, duration, and medical reasonableness 

and necessity. Utilization review can be conducted on a prospective, concurrent or 

retrospective basis to pre-certify hospital admissions. 

l The employer’s role in managed care is pervasive. Employers should have well defined light 

duty work programs for injured workers including a video tapeIibrary of available jobs, job 

descriptions with applicable stated salary and defined duration of job availability. Employers 

should educate employees regarding the importance of reporting all injuries immediately to 

a supervisor and in explaining the workers compensation system and available benefits. 
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Supervisors must be trained to steer injured workers into the employer’s PPO or HMO and 

to immediately report claims to the carrier or TPA. It is imperative that employers maintain 

effective communication with an injured employee via frequent telephone calls, personal visits, 

cards and inclusion in any company sponsored events so that the employee knows tbat the 

employer is genuinely interested in their return to good health. This will also tend to keep the 

employee/employer relationship from being adversarial, which often leads the employee to 

hire an attorney. Wellness programs should also be offered to all employees e.g. weight 

reduction programs, smoking cessation programs and newsletterslliteratnre on pertinent health 

topics. 

l The employee’s willingness to be restored to good health and gainful employment is critical 

to the ultimate success of a managed care program. The claims examiner, case manager and 

employer must all work together to assure the employee that they are receiving the proper 

medical treatment and that the employer is ready for them to return to work the moment they 

are released to do so by their physician. 

Obviously the most effective workers compensation managed care program is one where all 

participants are committed to the common goal of returning the injured worker to full health and 

thus to their job as quickly as possible. Now that we have described the basic elements of a 

managed care program, we will review the results of three different studies that measure the 

savings of different types of programs. We will then discuss the possible impact on reserving 

of different aspects of managed care. 
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, . ost Sav& Due to m ‘V 

Findings of Actual Studies 

Presented below are findings from various studies performed which measure savings generated 

by using managed care techniques on work related injuries. 

rtce Dqartment Workers Compensation Manapedt Pr& . ) 

The pilot project consisted of two programs. The first involved 17,000 state government 

employees in south Florida. Half of these employees received medical care via an HMO and 

half through the traditional “fee-for-service” arrangement (known as the control group) where 

no managed care initiatives were used. The second program was for 7,500 privately 

employed workers in the Tampa-St. Petersburg area. Medical care for these workers was 

provided through a PPO. Loss data for the study consisted of payments on claims with 

accident dates between June 1.5, 1991 and March 15, 1993. Over 5,500 individual claims 

were included. 

Findings 

The authors of the study observed significant differences in the acerage costs of injuries 

treated under managed care versus the traditional “fee-for-service” arrangement. In general 

the differences were attributed to lower use of hospital services, lower incidence of indemnity 

claims and fewer and less costly use of physician services in a managed care environment. 

‘) “Florida Managed Care Pilot Program; July 1, 1994 Final Report”, prepared by Philip S. 
Borba, Ph.D., David Appel, Ph.D., and Matthew Fung, Ph.D of Milliman and Robertson, 
Inc. 
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IWO Results 

Average claim costs for the HMO participants were 60% lower than the average claim costs 

in the control group. Of this 60% savings: 

c 6-7 percentage points were attributable to lower incidence of indemnity claims and shorter 

duration of indemnity claims 

* 8-12 percentage points were attributable to less frequent use of hospital services 

k O-5 percentage points were attributable to fewer days of treatment and fewer numbers of 

physician treatments 

l 2640 percentage points can be attributed to other aspects of managed care such as payments 

for medical services were discounted 15% off the Florida fee schedule and HMO participants 

were treated with a less costly mix of services. 

Average claim costs for the PPO participants were 28% lower than the average claim costs 

in the control group after area factors were considered. Of the 28% savings: 

* 7-8 percentage points were attributable to reduced incidence and duration of indemnity claims 

c 12-13 percentage points were attributable to less frequent use of hospital treatments 
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l 2-7 percentage points were attributable to fewer days of service and medical treatments 

wre Workers Com~ensatronw~~ 

On April 1, 1993, Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and Healthsource New Hampshire 

became the sole servicing carrier of the New Hampshire assigned risk plan. Healthsource 

directs the application of managed care techniques such as negotiated fee reductions with 

providers, use of less costly services, recommendations regarding optimal treatment patterns 

and review of invoices for reasonableness of charges both in regard to amount and 

appropriateness of procedures in light of diagnoses. Healthsource has also introduced 

wellness programs for employers. Both Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and Healthsource 

worked with employers to improve their return to work programs. 

Findings 

Paid loss ratios after April 1, 1993 were 20% to 27% lower than expected based on historical 

plan experience: 

b 7 to 12 percentage points of the savings were attributable to lower than expected average claim 

costs 

6, “A Preliminary Evaluation of Changes to the New Hampshire Worker’s Compensation 
Assigned Risk Plan as of March 31, 1994” Prepared by Milliin and Robertson, Inc. 
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b 14 percentage points of the savings were attributable to fewer claims and/or more premium 

than expected. (i.e., the reduction is probably a result of loss prevention programs, wellness 

programs and an increase in the premium collected relative to historical levels.) 

. . . /NCCI ll!&&&& for ~czal Itt@tgt of Workers Co- 

Care Tech&g.& 

Since 1970, Intracorp has been providing workers compensation rehabilitation and managed 

care services across the United States and Canada. This study measures the impact of their 

Early Assessment workers compensation managed care product which combines early 

reporting and intervention with aggressive medical, utilization and return-to-work management 

by registered nurses using internal protocols. Potential savings from use of a PPO were not 

measured. 

The NCCI studied 38,000 lost time claims in many states from several of Intracorp’s largest 

customers including a multi-state self-insured employer and a state fund. 5,000 of these 

claims were managed by Intracorp, the others were not. The NCCI measured claim costs 

from these sources over identical time periods and controlled for variables influencing claim 

costs such as state legislation, medical and indemnity inflation, employee population, age and 

catastrophic claims experience. 

‘) Intracorp/NCCI Methodology for Measuring Financial Impact of Workers Compensation 
Managed Care Techniques. December 1995. 
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Findings 

l On average, claim costs dropped about 23 % when case management intervention took place 

within three months of accident date. 

* Managed claims closed 27% faster than those that were unmanaged 

* Savings are highest on the longest, most severe cases and Early Assessment successfully 

selects these cases for management. 

While each study employed a different managed care model and focused on different cost drivers, 

one item commonly measured was the decrease in average claim cost. 

In light of the findings of these studies, what would you say regarding the potential savings of a 

managed care program? One question rarely asked is “What were the baseline claims handling 

philosophies, processes and procedures before managed care techniques were applied?” What are 

we measuring from? If claims handlers were simply bill payers (as does happen sometimes) and 

a comprehensive managed care model was introduced to the process then a radical savings could 

be achieved. If claims handlers are adeptly performing their duties and applying certain aspects 
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of managed care on their own already (e.g., trying to properly manage the medical component of 

a claim) then managed care techniques may have a lesser impact on cost. 

Also, one element of the studies to keep in mind is that the evaluation periods were not long 

enough to capture all medical and indemnity payments on long-duration claims, which of course 

are the most expensive workers compensation claims. Even though the various studies displayed 

a wide variation in their estimates of managed care savings, all of the programs produced savings 

of some amount. Thus it appears likely that implementation of managed care in general will 

reduce future year’s loss ratios. This information may be used in selecting a priori ioss ratios for 

Bornhuetter-Ferguson calculations when estimating reserve levels. 

Reserving fmpiicarions 

, 

As actuaries we must quickly become keenly aware of the cost savings potential of employing a 

comprehensive workers compensation managed care program. Indeed, we will (if we haven’t 

already) be asked by our employers and co-workers to measure the savings under a given set of 

specific circumstances. We say “under a given set of specific circumstances” rather than “in 

general” because there is no way to accurately measure the savings “in general”. Many questions 

must be asked before making a measurement. For instance; 

, 

l Is the claims examiner for the carrier or TPA cooperating with the case manager? Does the 

case manager give the claims examiner appropriate information so that the examiner can set 

medical and indemnity case reserves accordingly? Effective communication between the two 

individuals means more accurate and timely case reserves and increases the chances that the 
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injured worker will be returned to work more quickly. This will potentially affect a 

company’s reporting and payment patterns. 

l If a PPO is used: What is the distribution of physicians by type of speciality? What is the 

discount by type of physician’? What types of physicians are likely to be visited the most often 

(e.g. occupational medicine) and how will this affect the “average” physician discount likely 

to be achieved? Is there appropriate geographic coverage of the network? (e.g., what is the 

value of having three orthopaedic surgeons in the network, all of them residing in one urban 

area, if many of your exposures are in outlying rural areas at the other end of the state?) 

What hospital discounts are available? What is the distribution of medical costs between 

hospitals and physicians for the types of claims expected to be experienced? In general, the 

more comprehensive the PPO arrangement the greater the reduction in ultimate losses. 

. If case management is used to what claims will it be applied, e.g., all claims including 

medical-only or all lost time claims or only catastrophic claims such as spinal cord injuries? 

Will case management decrease medical costs, on a percentage basis, more for smaller claims 

(temporary total and temporary partial) or for larger claims (permanent partial and permanent 

total)? If the decrease does vary by injury type then what will the average decrease be? Will 

case management increase or decrease disability duration? If the case management process 

works correctly it is likely that claims will be resolved quicker, which implies a speed up in 

reporting and payment patterns. Allocated loss adjustment expense may be reduced if 

employees are treated such that they do not feel the need to hi an attorney to help them 

through the workers compensation maze. Also, overall medical severities should decrease and 
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the frequency of medical-only claims may increase as more injuries are kept from becoming 

temporary total. 

l If utilization review is used is there a possibility of duplicative efforts between the case 

manager, the claims handler and the utilization review vendor? This may increase the need 

for IJLAE reserves. 

l How effective is the employer at steering injured employees into the PPO? Does the employer 

lack a return to work program so that even if managed care enables employees to come back 

to work more quickly there is no job waiting for them? Return to work programs with light 

duty jobs will reduce ultimate costs and the resulting needed reserves. 

l Are employees satisfied with the quality of care they are receiving? Is the employee a willing 

participant in the process, e.g., do they show up for their medical and rehabilitation 

appointments? The more they cooperate, the lower ultimate costs will be. 

l How were claims handled in the past? If the insurance carrier or TPA was doing little in 

terms of managed care, before they implemented a comprehensive program, the potential for 

cost savings is very large. If they were doing an excellent job of pro-active claims handling 

prior to managed care then the impact will be less. 
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The above are only samples of questions to be asked. The point is to know the specifics of the 

managed care model you are working with and attempt to determine how that particular model 

will affect reserves in reality versus how it might look in theory. 

II. HA&AGED C&&H&WCIAL AXBANGI”%ME!X@ 

Contracts with a Managed Care Organization (MCO) can have significant impacts on estimating 

workers’ compensation reserves. This section will briefly describe some MC0 arrangements and 

their effects on estimating reserves. 

A) Discounted Fee For Services 

Discounted fee-for-service refers to a reduction from the providers normal fees for certain 

groups. Larger groups with significant bargaining power are frequently able to reduce 

medical fees in return for the commitment to channel a large number of injured workers to a 

particular provider. Many companies have been using this type of arrangement with medical 

providers for several years. Additionally, in some states, a fee schedule may function like a 

discounted fee for service arrangement. This type of arrangement is generally believed to 

have a small impact on total workers compensation costs, unless implemented with other 

procedures (i.e., utilization review). Providers may agree to discount services but increase 

utilization. 
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Discounted fee for service arrangements can be reflected by modifying a priori loss ratios and 

expected future development if the anticipated savings can be quantified.@ 

B) Case Rates 

Case rates refers to a flat fee per claim for medical costs. Typically the flat fee varies by type 

of injury (e.g., lower back sprain). One potential disadvantage of this method is that it may 

encourage providers to substitute “bed rest” as a treatment in place of other treatments to heal 

injured workers. Thus, case rates may cause a rise in indemnity costs if not properly 

managed. As discussed later, dividend compensation arrangements have been introduced as 

an attempt to offset this reduction in treatment incentive. Under this ‘ype of arrangement, the 

savings associated with an MC0 are estimated and a percentage of the savings is paid to the 

MC0 in the form of a dividend. 

If the case rates are paid up front, this could dramatically speed up the workers’ compensation 

medical reporting and payment patterns. Additionally, if case rates are fixed for the life of 

the claim, the analyst may consider extracting them from the data and treating them separately 

(since future medical development may be minimal). If the case rates are only fixed for 12 

months of care after the date of injury (or if case rates are negotiated annually), standard 

reserve projection methods may not be as materially biased. 

s) Brian Brown and Michael Price in “Funding for Retained Workers’ Compensation 
Exposures” quantified the effect of a future 1% trend reduction for workers’ compensation 
medical costs. IBID 2. 
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C) Capitated Rates 

Capita&d rates refers to a flat fee to be charged for all workers compensation claimants for 

certain or all medical expenses. Capitated rates require significant modification to reserve 

projection techniques. The extent of the modifications will vary depending on the extent of 

capitation. We will briefly describe the adjustments for various levels of capitation. 

1) YCaDitation cm 

Under this arrangement, the workers compensation carrier pays a fee to an MC0 and the 

MC0 agrees to provide all medical services (for the life of the claim) for claims occurring 

during a certain time period. Under this arrangement, the carrier has in essence 

transferred% workers compensation medical exposure to the MCO. Therefore, the 

carriers’ expected retained unpaid obligation is zero after it has paid the fee (ignoring 

credit risk and the fact that some claims will not be covered by the MC0 arrangement). 

The attached exhibit 6, which is based on a presentation given by Ms. Ruth Bauman of 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Oregon, illustrates the transfer of risk from employees to 

MCO’s and finally to physicians under a capitation arrangement. 

However, in most cases the MC0 will not be responsible for: 

+ The lifetime of the claim; 
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p All claims (especially those occurring outside of the state); and 

p The full medical expense on catastrophic claims. 

Therefore the reserving analyst will need to estimate an accrual for the above items. 

Under this arrangement the MC0 may be responsible for: 

l Most medical expenses for a 1 to 3 year period after the injury date of a claim; and 

l The first portion (e.g.. $50,000) of medical costs per claim. 

In this case the reserving analyst is required to estimate a provision for: 

l Claim payments made after the 1 to 3 year period for a given accident year; and 

l Claim cost above $50,000. 

Claim payments made 1 to 3 years after the accident date can be estimated based on the 

company’s historical data, if available. For example, claim payments made after 3 years 

can be compared to payroll or premium (both should be adjusted to current cost and 
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benefit levels). Additionally, an expected amount by claim, or type of claim, can be 

constructed from the company’s historical data. 

The expected medical payments above a threshold during the first 3 years can also be 

computed based on historical claim experience. Historical claims can be projected to 

ultimate values as well as to current cost levels, and an average provision by claim (or 

type of claim) can be estimated. 

3) Limited Capitation 

For this arrangement only certain types of claim procedures are subject to capitation, and 

the capitation is only effective for one year. 

The procedures outlined above for Section C2 - Partial Capitation can be used to estimate 

reserves. A claim count times average severity methcd also may be well suited to estimate 

outstanding reserves after the 1 year capitation arrangement. The severity used in this 

case should be the medical severity for payments in years 2 and subsequent. Additionally, 

claim counts will correspond to all claims expected to remain open after the capitation 

arrangement has ended. 

D) Dividend Formulas Between Workers Compensation Carriers and the MC0 

It appears that many carriers and the MC0 are using dividend plans for the following 

purposes: 
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l An incentive to the MC0 to return injured workers back to work; 

b To reward the MC0 for effectively and efficiently managing care; and 

b To have the MC0 guarantee payments to carriers if loss experience is adverse. 

We will describe two types of dividend programs: 

1) An incurred loss ratio plan; and 

2) An average severity method. 

One form of the incurred loss ratio plan involves comparing the actual reported losses to a 

target loss provision at intervals 2, 3, and 4 years after the end of an accident year or policy 

year. The target loss provision is equal to the actual earned premium multiplied by a target 

loss ratio (adjusted to reflect the estimated percentage of losses expected to be reported at the 

evaluation interval). The dividend is equal to a portion of the amount by which actual losses 

are below the target losses. In other words, to the extent that the MC0 is able to reduce 

costs, part of the savings will be shared with the MCO. As a technical note, claim payments 

above a certain threshold are usually excluded. Exhibit 7 displays ?. sample calculation. 

This method has several limitations in measuring savings attributable to the MCO’s 

involvement, because: 

1) The frequency (i.e., the number of claims) is usually outside the control of the MCO; and 
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2) Claim costs vary depending on the type of injury, and injury type is also usually outside 

the control of the MCO. 

Therefore, some dividend plans may develop expected costs based on an estimated severity 

(average cost per claim) for the prospective period, rather than in aggregate. The actual 

number of claims is then multiplied by the severity estimate to determine the target claim 

costs. This target claim cost can then be compared to the actual reported claim costs to derive 

the indicated dividend. Exhibit 8 displays the calculation for a sample program based on the 

average severity method. 

This average severity plan may result in the MC0 receiving a dividend even if actual total claim 

costs exceed initially targeted claim costs (calculated in aggregate based on the number of 

expected claims). In other words, the greater than expected number of re-ported claims is reflected 

in the target claim costs for this method. This is believed to be appropriate since claim counts are 

generally assumed to be outside the control of the MCO. 

An additional modification to the average severity method would involve computing the target 

costs based on benchmark average claim costs by type of injury. For example, expected average 

severities could be computed by injury type (i.e, ICD-9 code combination). For this method, the 

target costs are computed by multiplying the actual number of claims for each injury type by the 

expected severity for that injury type. These products are then summed across all injury types 

to arrive at an aggregate target cost. The actual costs are compared to the target cost to estimate 
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the projected savings (and a portion of the savings is returned to the MC0 in the form of a 

dividend). 

It is important for the reserving analyst to estimate an accrual for dividends to the MC0 if the 

analyst’s company is using these types of arrangements. 

IV. -G WOW COP 

One approach used to estimate capitated rates for workers compensation medical costs which has 

been developed by health actuaries is to project the workers compensation medical costs for a 

group of injuries based on health insurance data. An average cost is then computed based on the 

probability of a certain condition and the associated costs of the treatment for the condition. We 

will illustrate this type of analysis for an industrial ankle injury. 

‘Ihe first step is to analyze the costs for ankle injuries in more detail. Possible combinations of 

ankle injuries inchtde:9) 

1) Fractures or Dislocations 

ICD-9 Codes: 823.2X, 823.3X, 824.X, 837.0, 837.1, 928.21 

2) Sprain, Sprain-Fracture or Contusion 

ICD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.21 

9, Health insurance costs are captured by ICD-9 codes. The ED-9 code refers to the 9th 
revision of the International Classification of Diseases. 
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3) Laceration 

ICD-9 Codes: 891.0, 891.1, 891.2 

4) Tendinitis 

ICD-9 Codes: 726.71, 726.72, 726.79, 727.06, 727.67,727.81, 845.09 

5) Traumatic Arthritis, Acute Episodes 

ICD-9 Code: 716.17 

6) Systemic Disease 

ICD-9 Codes: Multiple 

Milhman & Robertson, Inc. has developed Healthcare Management Guidelines (HMG) based on 

data from managed care plans and input from employed physicians. These guidelines include 

ranges of time within which injured workers are expected to return to work by injury type (i.e., 

grouping of ICD-9 codes). An example of these guidelines is included as Exhibit 9. The 

guidelines also include ranges of the duration of care by injury type, as displayed on Exhibit 10. 

The Healthcare Management Guidelines also include frequency and cost statistics for the 

procedures used in the course of treatment of various injuries. Procedure statistics are delineated 

by CPT code, which refers to the code assigned to a medical procedure under the Physicians 

Current Procedural Terminology. 

Exhibit 11 outliis initial care statistics for ankle fractures and dislocations. As shown on Exhibit 

11, it is expected that 80% of all cases will be initially treated by an off~clr visit, and 20% will be 

treated in the emergency room. The probabilities of various procedures being used for treatment 
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are then listed by CPT Code in Column (b). Based on these probabilities combined with the 

expected number of times each procedure will be required (Column (e)) and the expected price 

per service (Column (f)), the expected price for each course of treatment can be derived (i.e., by 

summing across all CPT codes the product of columns @), (e), and (f). The $353 estimated total 

cost for initial care is then calculated (see Exhibit 11) by computing the weighted average cost 

across both courses of treatment using the treatment probabilities in column (a) as weights. 

The follow-up care for ankle fractures and dislocations may be treated in three fashions: 

l Completely by primary care physicians; 

l Closed surgery by a specialist; and 

l Open surgery by a specialist. 

Estimated costs for each of these courses of subsequent treatment are calculated in the same 

manner as the initial care cost estimate. These calculations are outlined on Exhibits 12, 13, and 

14. 

Based on optimal treatment patterns and the health insurance data outlined above, the following 

costs and treatment probabilities for an ankle fracture and dislocation are estimated: 

II Probability 1 Course of Subsequent Treatment 1 Cost of Treatment* 

71% Therapy by Primary Care Physician 

4% Closed Therapy by Specialist 

$1,280 

2,900 

25% 

Average 

Open Surgery by Specialist 

*Including the cost of initial care 

4,900 

$2,250 
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It should be noted that this is the cost for an optimally managed caselo). It is expected that care 

will not always be optimally managed and some workers will require more services than expected 

due to extreme cases. These factors could be built into me pricing by adding a loading for 

additional costs or procedures (or both). 

The final element which is needed in estimating a capitated rate is the probability of a certain type 

of claim. This may be done through an analysis of historical claim data (e.g., claim frequency 

per $100 of payroll by injury type). The capitated rate could then be derived by multiplying the 

cost of each injury by the estimated probability of that injury and calculating the total across all 

types of injuries. 

V. m OF WQ&J$E&S COMfEMi%TION SYS’EEQlS 

From 1983 through 1992 workers compensation countrywide combined ratios ranged from 113 % 

to 123 %, residual market operating losses soared and several insurance carriers withdrew from 

writing voluntary coverage. These factors lead thousands of employers to opt for self-insurance 

to escape workers compensation insurance rate increases and the frustration of being unable to 

obtain coverage outside of an assigned risk pool. All system participants proclaimed the need for 

reforms that would alter the system to truly reduce the cost levels and trends of workers 

compensation benefits without sacrificing equitable compensation for the injured worker. Thus 

was born an era of change. From 1991 through 1995 approximately 60% to 65% of the states 

lo) The above example is based on a presentation by Richard Minifie, ASA, MAAA, of 
Milhman & Robertson, Inc., titled “Developing Cap&ion Rates Consistent with Clinical 
Practice Guidelines. ” 
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implemented some type of workers compensation reform, ranging from instituting medical fee 

schedules to totally overhauling all aspects of the benefit delivery system. Several other states are 

currently developing plans for reform. 

l)pes of Reforms 

Listed below are examples of different types of reform and the potential effect on loss reserves. 

. . v. Originally workers compensation benefits were for injuries 

that arose out of the course of employment. Over the years compensability has been 

interpreted more and more liberally by courts, for example, considering an injury to be 

compensable when it occurs at a softball game after work when the team is made up of 

employees from a common employer. Additionally, stress claims have been filed by 

employees due to fear or dislike of a fellow employee and some courts have deemed these to 

be work related claims. If a reform can bring compensability back into line with it’s original 

intent then of course the number of compensable workers compensation claims should 

decrease. This reduction in frequency should reduce future year’s loss ratios. 

. . ‘&&Q&&y. The duration for temporary total disability can be restricted to fewer weeks, 

which will lower indemnity severities. The definition of permanent total injuries has been 

narrowed considerably in some states, e.g., in Florida as of January 1, 1994 total disability 

is liiited to injuries such as severe paralysis, amputation, major burns or other injuries that 

would qualify for Social Security disability benefits. This type of reform may increase 

indemnity and medical severities for permanent total injuries @cause it removes the lower 
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dollar cases from the permanent total category) while reducing their frequency. Some states 

escalate the indemnity portion of total disability benefits by an annual cost of living factor. 

Connecticut decided that for injuries occurring on or after July 1, 1993 the escalation factor 

would no longer apply. This change should greatly decrease indemnity severities and shorten 

the tail on payment patterns. 

. 4 
* . . B. “Permanent partial disability claims represent the largest share 

of losses in many states, are among the most complex benefits to deliver, and bring more 

attorneys into the workers compensation system than any other type of claims.“‘r) These 

benefits vary greatIy among states and can be based on the degree of impaiint or wage loss 

or loss of earning capacity. Rather than delve into each type of compensation available suffice 

it to say that any major reform dealing with this injury type should be studied closely by 

reserving actuaries. 

. . . . . <. Comprehensive reforms 

often include these areas. Alternative dispute resolution processes are meant to be a more 

informal, non-adversarial means to resolve claim disputes between employers and employees 

without the involvement of attorneys (for either side), i.e., without the need to go to court for 

a hearing. Other reforms specifically aimed at curbing attorney involvement include 

elimination of lump sum awards for claimants (because they are very enticing to plaintiffs 

‘I) BNA’s Worker’s Compensation Report, July 24, 1995. “NCCI Report Examines State 
Differences in Permanent Partial Disability Benefits” 
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. 

attorneys who usually get one third of the award). Some states have also limited attorney 

fees to much less than one third of the award. For instance, Florida’s January 1, 1994 law 

limits awards to attorneys for indemnity payments to 20% of the first $.5,ooO in benefits, 15% 

of the next $5,000 and 10% of the remaining benefits payable within 10 years and 5% of 

benefits payable after that. I*) Obviously such reforms should greatly reduce allocated loss 

adjustment expense payments as fewer cases will work their way into the court system. 

Medical care cost containment. Various medical cost containment strategies have been 

implemented in most states including employer choice of physician, limited provider change, 

use of medical fee schedules, regulation of hospital charges, mandated utilization and/or bill 

review and use of other managed care techniques. The Workers Compensation Research 

Institute has examined the use of such cost containment strategies over the past five years. 

Exhibit 1.5 shows the types of cost containment measures that were in effect from 1991 to 

1992.13’ 21 states limited the employee’s initial provider choice and 40 states placed limits 

on an employee’s ability to change providers. 27 states had medical fee schedules in place and 

22 regulated hospital charges via statute. Only about 14 states mandated utilization and/or bill 

review by payers, the workers compensation agency and/or the state fund. 

I*) BNA’s Worker’s Compensation Report, November 22, 1993 “Lawmakers Approve 
Reform Package: Allows Managed Care, Limits Attorneys” 

I31 WCRI’s ” Medical Cost Containment in Workers Compensation - A National Inventory 
1991-1992 
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Exhibit 16 shows the status of such cost containment measures during 1995 and 1996.‘” It 

is interesting to note the changes between the two reports. 14 additional states now limit 

provider choice, 11 of which provide for the limitation via managed care arrangements. 40 

states now have medical fee schedules, which is an increase of 48%. 35 jurisdictions now 

regulate hospital charges, which is up from 22 states in the prior study. The percentage of 

states mandating utilization review and bill review has increased 50% and 23 % respectively. 

In the 1991-1992 study no mandated managed care statutes existed whereas 8 states now 

require that payers provide such programs. 12 states have completed development of 

treatment guidelines (i.e., treatment protocols for certain types of injuries such as low back 

injuries) and 9 other states are in the developmental stages. 

Obviously the trend towards medical cost containment initiatives has increased dramatically 

over the last few years and will continue to do so as payers become more proficient at 

applying managed care techniques to workers compensation and as regulators and legislators 

recognize the value of such programs. Medical cost containment initiatives should reduce the 

absolute cost level and trends of the medical component of work related injuries. If medical 

costs can be held in check then medical payment will also be accelerated in the short run but 

reduced in the long run. 

Reserving actuaries should take care to understand the types of major workers compensation 

reforms affecting individual states. Reforms, however, should not simply be taken at face value. 

14) WCRI’s “ Medical Cost Containment in Workers Compensation - A National Inventory 
1995-1996. 
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The statutory language of a reform has an intended purpose, but by the time it is interpreted by 

the courts and administrative law judges and scrutinized by plaintiff’s attorneys, it may not reach 

it’s original objective. Often an excellent source for insight into the true impact of a given state’s 

reform is the workers compensation claims examiner responsible for that state. They work daily 

to practically apply the statutory language. Ask their opinion as to how reforms will play out in 

reality. Take their judgment as well as your own into account when estimating the impact of 

workers compensation reforms on a book of business. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Several changes have occurred in the workers compensation marketplace in recent years including 

greater risk retention by employers, innovative financial arrangements between insureslself- 

insurers and medical care providers, increased emphasis on controlling costs, and a movement to 

integrate health insurance concepts into workers compensation pricing. These changes will 

require significant changes in many companies’ current reserving procedures. But before new 

methods can be fully developed, reserving analysts must understand managed care principles and 

recent changes in financial arrangements. This paper has outlined many of these changes and 

attempted to describe how current reserving assumptions can be altered based on these new 

arrangements. 
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i 
9 

Accident 
Year ----._ _. _ _ 

12 24 
400 800 
510 902 
190 1,180 
901 1,391 

1,120 1,460 
I,401 1.701 
1,761 2,340 
1,700 2,316 
2,400 2.993 

12-24 
1000 
1.769 
1.494 
1.544 
I.304 
I.214 
I .32Y 
1.362 
1.248 

m- 
1.238 
I.215 
I.183 
I.079 
1.138 
I.117 
1.053 
I IS5 

1.474 1.147 
I 373 I.132 

I 373 1.132 
I 762 1.283 

Company A 
Incurred Losses I) 

Medical and Indemnify Combined 
(600US) 

8s of \'c:car-end IO 

Month of Development 
36 48 60 72 a4 96 108 --ix 

1,111 I.115 1,125 1,130 I.130 I.130 I.130 
1,151 1,160 1,170 1,170 1,190 L.190 
1.500 I.540 1.560 1.500 I.519 

990 
1,096 
1.396 
1,501 
1,661 
1,900 
2,465 
2,675 

1;ss9 1;570 (590 I.690 
1,842 1,950 2,000 
2,011 2,l IO 

2,550 

Dwelopmenl Factors 

T6T 
1.122 
I 050 
1.074 
1.039 
I.109 
1.058 
I.034 

I .ObP 

Months oilk.velopmenl 
48.60 60.72 72-84 ---w%--~6-l0a 108-120 

I.004 1.009 I.004 1.000 I.OOO I.000 
l.008 I.009 I.000 I.017 1.000 
1.027 I.013 0.962 I.013 
I .&37 I.013 1.063 
I.059 I .026 
1.049 

I.026 
I.030 

I .03u 
I.064 

1014 
I.015 

I.015 
I 033 

I.007 
I 008 

I 008 
i.ola 

1.010 I.000 1.000 
,010 I.000 I.000 

Tail -- 
1.010 IWO I.000 
1.010 1.000 1.000 I .?a0 

1065 
I 133 
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Exhibit 4 

Company A 
Comparison of Indicated Reserves to Actual Reserves 

($000’S) 
as of Year-end 15 

Acy$nt Ultimate Loss Based Indicated 
on Incurred Method Paid Loss Reserve I_- I__-___ 

2 

4 
5 
6 

8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 

----.- - 
Total 

1,130 1,130 0 
1,190 1,190 0 
1,519 1,519 0 
1,707 1,707 0 
2,036 2,036 0 
2,180 2,180 0 
2,714 2,705 9 
3,032 3,000 32 
3,843 3,765 78 
4,318 4,176 142 
4,550 4,274 276 
4,780 4,192 588 
5,234 4,221 1,007 
5,732 3,916 1,816 
6,248 1,623 4,625 

50,2 13 4 1,640 
~I_- 

8,573 

Actual Ultimate Actual 
Losses Reserve Difference % Difference 

1,130 0 0 
1,190 0 0 
1,519 0 0 
1,707 0 0 
2,036 0 0 
2,180 0 0 
2,714 9 0 
3,032 32 0 
3,843 78 0 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

4,500 324 182 56% 
4,950 676 400 59% 
5,445 1,253 665 53% 
5,990 1,763 756 43% 
6,589 2,673 857 32% 
7,248 5,625 IO00 18% 

54,073 12,433 3,860 31% 



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Accident Expected Expected ACtUal Initial Off Indicated Indicated 
Year Premium LOSS Reported Reported Balance Ultimate Loss Ratio 

1 1,000 800 80 1.50 188% 870 87.0% 
2 1,000 800 160 300 188% 940 94.0% 
3 1,000 800 240 250 104% 810 8 1 .O% 
4 I,000 800 320 400 125% 880 88.0% 

Exhibit 5 

R 

5 1,000 800 400 400 80.0% 
-- Total 

I OOYtt fml __ 
5,000 4,000 1,200 1,500 125% 4,300 86.0% 

A priori Loss Ratio 
Actual Loss Ratio 
Indicated Off Balance 

80% 
100% 
125% 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Accident Expected Expected Actual Indkated indicated 
Year Premium Loss Reporled Reported Ultimate Loss Ratio 

I 1,000 900 90 150 960 96.0% 
2 1,000 900 I80 300 1,020 102.0% 
3 1,000 900 270 2so 880 88.0% 
4 I.000 900 360 400 940 94.0% 
5 1,000 900 450 400 850 85.0% -.--- ~--. ~-.. --~ ____.--- 

TOtal 5,000 4,500 1,350 1,500 4,650 93.0% 

adjusted 2) 
Actual Loss Ratio 

90% 
100% 

I) The adjustmenl is to adjust for halfof lhe initial &balance, .5x (1500/1200 - I)= ,125 
2) The calculation is 80% x (1.125) 

Expected 3) 
Reporting 

Pattern 

10.0% 
20.0% 
30.0% 
40.0% 
50.0% 

Expecred 
Reporting 

Pattern 

10.0% 
20.0% 
30.0% 
40.0% 
50.0% 



Exhibit 6 

THE SHIFTING OF RISK 
3 

Shifts Risk 

1 

Shifts Risk 

May share risk among IPA, PHO, 
groups of providers, or within clinic 

or bear individually 
may code risk to reinsurer 

Note: This exhibit is extracted from a presentation given by 
z;prna" Ms. Ruth Bauman of Blue Cross and Blue Shield-Oregon at a Global 

Business Research Seminar titled "Risk Shasinq Arranqements in 
Workers' Compensatron Managed Care. ..Toward Capitation" 
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m 
Page 1 

1) Assumptions 

l Projected loss ratio for prospective period based on trending and developing prior 

years’ claim costs and comparing to premium at current rate level is: 75% 

$lOO,ooO,OOO 

,184 

50% 

75% 

80% 

90% 

l Earned premium subject to MC0 program: 

l Claim costs above $100,000 are excluded from the dividend plan. 

Expected cost of losses above $loO,OOO1~: 

l Expected Reporting Pattern at 12 months: 

24 months: 

36 months: 

48 months: 

l Calculations performed 

at 36 months and 

30% of the savings 

returned to MC0 

l Actual reported losses at 36 months = $45,Oc0,000 

‘) PCAS Volume LXXWI 1991; Rerrospective Rating: Ikess Loss Facrors, William R. Gillam, 

Pages 140 
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Exhibit 
Page 2 

ODDNDPM 

2) 

1) Earned Premium 

2) Target Loss Ratio 

3) Expected Ultimate Losses (1)x(2) 

4) Excess Ratio 

5) Expected Ultimate Limited Losses (3)x( 14) 

6) Expected Percentage of Losses Reported 

7) Expected Limited Losses Reported 

36 months after the beginning of the accident year (5)x(6) 

8) Actual Reported Losses 

9) MC0 Savings (7)~(8) 

10) Dividend Sharing Percentage 

11) Dividend Due MC0 

$lOO,OOO,ooo 

75% 

75,000,000 

.I84 

61,200,OOO 

30 

48,960,OOO 

45,000,000 

3,960,OoO 

30% 

1,188,OoO 
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Exhibit 

1) Expected Ultimate Severity 
(Based on trended and developed ultimate losses) 

2) Relative severity at a 36 month evaluation: 

3) Target severity at a 36 month evaluation (1)x(2) 

4) Actual number of claims reported 

5) Target claim costs (3)x(4) 

6) Actual Reported Losses 

7) MC0 savings (5)-(6) 

8) Dividend Sharing Percentage 

9) Dividend Due MC0 (7) x (8) 

$4,500 

.I 

3,150 

16,000 

50,400,aoo 

45,ooo,oOo 

5,400,wo 

30% 

1,620,000 
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Millhan B Hobcrtson, Inc. 

Healthcare Management Guidelines EXHIBIT 9 

Return-to-Work 

(CD-9 Codes: 823.22,823.32 

Sprain, Sprain-fracture, or Contusion, Grade I o-3 O-5 O-10 O-14 o-2 1 O-28 

ICD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.21 

Sprain, Sprain-fracture, or Contusion, Grade 11 O-5 O-8 3-14 7-21 14-28 14-35 

ICD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.21 

Sprain, Sprain-fracture, or Contusion, Grade 111 7-10 7-14 14-21 21-28 28-42 35-63 

(CD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.21 



Duration of Medical Care Guidelines for Industrial Injuries EXHIBIT 10 -- 

Frac*ure ofAnj&, Simple ________________________________________------- -__- 56 70 84 
ICD-9 Codes: 824.0, 824.2 

Fracture or Dislocation of Ankle, Closed Therapy -----------------_---- 70 84 II2 
ICD-9 Codes: 824.0, 824.1, 824.2, 824.3. 824.4. 837.0 

Fracture or Dislocation of Ankle, Surgery’ ------------------------------- 84 119 168 
ICD-9 Codes: 824.X. 837.0. 837.1, 928.21 

Fracture of Tibia, Shaft, Closed Therapy ------------------------------- 98 119 168 
ICD-9 Code: 823.20 

Fracture of Fibula, Shaft, Closed Therapy --------------------------------- 63 84 II2 
ICD-9 Code: 823.21 

Fracture of Tibia & Fibula, Shaft, Closed Therapy --------------------- 98 119 168 
ICP9 Code: 823.22 

Fracture OfTibia, Shaft, Surgery’ -- -_--- -- ----__-----_____ - ___-___--- 98 119 168 
ICD-9 Code: 823.20,823.30 

Fracture ofF&ula, Shaft, Surgery’ .---- -- .-------------_- - ---- - -__---- 63 84 112 
ICD-9 Code: 823.21,823.31 

Fracture of Tibia & Fibula, Shaft, Surgery’ -------------------------- 98 119 168 
ICD-9 Code: 823.22, 823.32 

Sprain, Strain, Sprain-Fracture, or Contusion, Grade I ----------- I I4 21 
ICD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.2 I 

Sprain, Strain, Sprain-Fracture, or Contusion, Grade II ------------ I4 28 42 
[CD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.21 

Sprain, Strain, Sprain-Fracture, or Contusion, Grade Ill-----------_-- 56 70 84 
ICD-9 Codes: 845.0X, 924.2 I 

Laceration, Simple _- ____ - __-- -___- _____ - ____________ -_-___- ___--______ IO 14 21 
ICD-9 Code: 891 .O 

Laceration, Intermediate ___________-____---_____________ - ____________ --_ I4 21 28 
ICD-9 Codes: 891 .O, 891.2 

Laceration, Complex ________________--__------------------------ - _____-___--- 70 84 I05 
ICD-9 Codes: 891.0, 891.1, 891.2 

Tendonitis, Achilles Tendon&is _-__- ________________ - __________________ - I4 28 84 
ICD-9 Codes: 726.7 I, 727.8 I, 845.09 

Tendonitis, Achilles Tendon Rupture, Surgery’ --------------------------- 133 147 168 
ICD-9 Code: 721.67 

Tendon&j% Anterior Tibia, Ten&&is ______________________________________ 14 28 84 
ICD-9 Codes: 126.72,727.06 

Tcndonitis, Posterior Tibia1 or Peroneal Tendonitis -------------------- 14 28 84 
ICD-9 Codes: 726.72,726.79 

Traumatic Arthritis, Acute Episode _________________ __._- ________________- I4 28 42 
ICD-9Code: 716.17 

’ Times noted are for operative and post-operawe periods only 



Table 3a EXHIBIT 11 
Ankle Injuries - Optimally Managed 

Fractures and Dislocations 

Initial cm? 

Aakle Imjurla : 4 23% of Last Work Lhy Case cbame wir 

Fnctul~~ and DLslwtioos : Il.50% ofAakk Injurla Example Fee Schedule 

Imithl Care : IOO.wsC of Aukle Fneture and DLsloations Center Date: 711196 

Treatment Pmbabllitlq 
(8) (b) CC) (4 (e) (0 

Truument PWZdUrt hddure Number of Rice Per 

w %ofo Came of Tnatmmt m a- Service 

80 00% I. Office Visit 
7S.c0?? I OfDczJOutpatient New Detailed Modemto 99203 I.0 $80.22 

25.W% 2 omecloutpatient New camp Moderate 99204 1.0 5114.64 

IoOOO% 3. X-ray Exam. Ankle-Complete 73610 1.0 S58.01 

70.00% 4 Pain Injection 90782 1.0 514.33 

10.00% 5 Tetanus Toxoid Injection 40782 1.0 514.33 

Iw.oG% 6. Apply Shon Leg Splint 29515 I 0 %3.l? 

IOO.W% 7 Trilateral Splint (Plaster/Fiberglass) APO32 1.0 SI0l.M 

lOO.M)% 8. Crutches Apool 1.0 US.63 

Subtotal, Sum of @) x (e) x (f): s340.11 

2O.W~ IL Emergency Room Vblt 

50.00% I. ER Visit Focused Mod Complex 99283 I.0 S94.5! 

50.00% 2. ER Visit Severe Mod Complex 99284 1.0 1143.25 

lOC.W% 3. ER Charge - Ankle Frwture ERW2 1.0 132.98 

IoO.OO% 4. X-ray Exam. Ankle-Complete 73610 I.0 $58.01 

70.00% 5 Pain Injection 90782 I.0 $14.33 

10.00% 6 Tetanus Toxoid Injection 90782 10 Sl4.33 

Ioo.cG% 7 Apply Short Lea Splint 29515 IO 163.13 

lcmo% 8 Trilateral Splinr(PlartcrlFiberglasr) APO32 1.0 Sl!Moc 

IoOW% 9 Crutches APO01 I.0 Sla.6? 
S”htotd Sum of iI.> x ce, x tn: 5403 Ii 

Total Cost, Sum of (a) ‘I Subtotal 3352.72 1 
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Table 3b EXHIBIT 12 
Ankle Injuries - Optimally Managed 

Fractures and Diilocntions 

Subsequent Therapy by PCP 

Ad.. lajvrlcs : 4.23% Of Last Worlc D,y Cases cbane Bula 

Fnctu~~ and Wlwtbnr : 11.5Gva c4Addelnj”rla Example FCC Schedule 

S~bsqmmt Tbelrpy by PCP : 71 .N?? of Ankle Fnctum md D,,bc.tiins center Date: 7/K% 

Tmtmtot PmbabUttta 

(a) (4 w W (e) (0 
TreahnNlt PIoced”~~ Procedure Number of Price Per 

%ofTotal %qfo Course of Treatmmt * -a Seivic2.s 

1. Therapy 

lOL.CU% I. OtRe/Outpaticnt Est Expanded Focused 99213 1.0 151.57 

9aw% 2. Apply Cast Shon Leg 29405 IO $84.18 
W.W% 3. Cast hiaerials, Sbm Lag Am48 1.0 S7S.W 
lOoc% 4. Apply Short Leg Splint 29515 1.0 s63 13 

lO.cKl% 5. Trilati Splint (plarrerlFite@ss) APO32 1.0 S1W.W 

8O.KU’c 6. pain Mediation RXWI 7.0 S2.88 
6mu/o 7. NSNDS Rx002 10.0 s2.40 

Subtotal, Sum of(b) x(e) x (f): $241.67 

II. Folbw-up Care 

IO&CUE. I. OtXaKutpatimt En Expmdcd Focused 99213 4.0 SS1.57 
lW.W% 2. X-ray Exam, AnklPCompletc 73610 4.0 158.07 

9oowo 3. Apply Cast Shon Leg - Walking 29423 I.0 sIoJ.22 
9i.w% 4. Cast Materials, Short Leg _ Walking AM49 I.0 S9Q.W 
30.cw/ 5. Phys Mat-Tbnpmtic Excrcise.a 97110 5.0 s-45.84 

Subuxal, Sum of b) x (c) x (0: S683.02 

Total Cost, Sum of (a) I Subtotal S924.69 
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Table 3c EXHIBIT 13 
Ankle Injuries - Optimally Managed 

Fractures and Dislocations 

Therapy by Specialist 

AnWe Injuries : 
Fractures nad Dblocatioor : 

Tbenlpy by Specialist : 

Trestmeat Probabilities 

4.23% 0fIArt worli Day csses 
I I 50% ofdnkle lojuria 
4 00% of An!& Fractums and Dislocations 

Cbaree Bad.5 
Example Fee Schedule 

center Date 7/l/96 

12.50% 

87 50% 

IO0 00% 

Subkml. Sum of(b) x (e) x (0 $458 72 

IL Inpatient Thrrapy 
10000% I Closed Reductmn of Trimalleolar Fracture 27818 10 $683.93 

100.00% 2 Assistant Surgeon 27818-80 10 $13679 

40 00% 3 Hospital I Day Ankle Closed Fracture ISOOI 10 $1.02644 
6” 00% 4 OS Facilny - Ankleclosed Frmure osoo, 10 SS68 05 

100 00% 5 Anesrhrsla Open Lower Leg Bone Surgery 1480 10 S51953 

100.00% 6 Cart Maiermls, Shari Leg APO48 10 $75 00 

Subtotal, Sum of(b) x (e) x (0 $2,166 66 

111. OYtpariCnl Therapy 
IO0 00% I Closed Reductmn of Bmnlleolar Fracwrc 27810 10 $526 10 

55 00% 2 OS Faclliry Ankle Closed Fracmre 0s00, 10 $568 05 

55 00% 3 Ancsthcrn - Open Lower Leg “one Surgery 1480 10 $519 53 

IO0 00% 4 Cast Matmals. Shorl Leg APO4B 10 175 00 

Subtotal, Sum of(b) x (c) Y (0 $1.19927 

IV. Port-Therapy Care 

IO0 00% I Follow-Up VW Post-Operative 99024 80 $0 00 

50 00% 2 Ofk-dOulpat~enl Erl Expanded Focused 99213 60 $51 57 

loo ocwo 3 X-ray Exam, Ankle-Complcw 73610 50 158 07 

10000% 4 Cast Matmals. Short Leg - Walkmg APO49 10 190 00 

50 00% 5 Ankle Brace-AK Cast APO02 IO 140 cm 

WOO% 6 Pain Medicatton RXWI 100 S2.8B 

80 W% 7 NSAlDs Rx002 120 $2 40 
60 00% 8 Phys Med.Thcrapeutx Eaerc,ses 97110 60 $45 84 

Subtotal, Sum of(b) x (c) x (0 1769 04 

1 Total Cost. Sum of lal I Suhtntal $2.567.9S 1 
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Table 3d EXHIBIT 14 

Ankle Injuries - Optimally Managed 
Fractures and Dislocations 

AsMr injuries : 
Fractures and Dialocationr : 

Surgery by Specislirr : 

Treatment Probabilities 

S-,X\ Eum. Chest-2 VICUS 

Suhroul, Sum of(h) x Ce) x (0 $4139; 

IL Bimallwlar Frxtur~ 

loo 00% / open Trcakncnt "iBlma,,e"lar Fmcurc 27814 1" $1,315 2! 

IO0 00% _ A\r!sta"t surgeon 27814-80 IO 1263 OS 
IO0 00% j Anrsrhwa -Open Lower [ rg Bone Surgsr, ,480 IO %I953 

GO 00% 4 OS t%Clllty *“Me Open Fraclure oscQ2 10 5568 05 
40 "0% 5 llorpilal - I DRY. Ankle Open Fracrure 15002 IO 6, ,026 4' 

I DO "00% 6 r351 MBlLn3lS. Short Leg APMB IO S75.0( 

Sublowl. Sum of(b) h(e)x (I, $2.924 24 

111. Trimt4ltwlar Fr~uurc 

10" 00% I Open Treatmenl of Tnmallcoiar I;rac,urc 27822 IO $1.525 65 

IO0 00% I AssISImt suipron 27822.80 10 5305 I( 

roe "0% 3 A"csLhcsIa - Open Loarr Leg Bone Surgq ,480 10 %419X 

50 (10% 4 ti",piral~ I Day. A"lk open Fracrurc IS002 IO 51 ,026 46 

50 "0% 5 OS hwlit> Ankle Surgq 23 hour OS027 10 $568 0: 

I 00 00% G Cart Matmals. Shon Leg APO48 IO 675.U 

Sub,otal. Sum of(b) h tc, x (f, $3.222 61 

IV. mat-Surg.rry care 

100 00% 1 F"ilua-up VW I'"st-Opxauw 94024 GO $U O( 
45 00% I Of~icdhloawm Es Expanded Focu~d 99213 4" SSI 5; 

IO" 09% 3 x.m t;\am. Ankle-Complete 71610 40 S5R 0: 

: 00 Nl% 4 (‘an, Maier~als. Sh”n Lc[: - Wa,k,ng APO49 10 $90 oc 

?O "0% 5 A"ik "racr - *,rcart Am2 10 140 M 

100 00% h Pam Med,caUon RXOO I 120 $2 81 

9" "0% 7 NSNDS Rx02 15" $2 4c 

30 00% 8 Anubnoucs KXW5 70 %G 81 

1500% 9 Hardware Removal Deep 20.580 10 $420 81 
I5 own 10 OS FacWy Removal of Harduare OS040 10 $654 6 

IO "0% II Anerthesn 1999 1.0 s349 5, 

90 "0% I2 Ph>s Med.TheraWuuc Ewrc~ser 97110 80 Y5.8‘ 

IO 00% 13 Tbrrapewc Activities-L&h I5 Mm 97530 12.0 528 6: 

Subtotal. Sum of(h) x (4 x (1) 161.077.1: 

Total Cost, Sum of(a) x Subtotal $A,S34.69 
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Exhijii: 15 
Page 1 

T.%BLE X 
COWION COST CO~TAI?~‘ME~T STRiTEGIES IX WORKERS COI\lPENSATIO?i 

Limited 
Initial 

Provider 
Limited Medical 
Provider Fee 

Hospital 
Chime Utilization Bill 

Jurisdiction Choice Chang Schedule Reg&on Review Review 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona’ 
Arkansas 
Csiifornia’ 
Colorado 
Connccrictlt 
Delaware 
Disiric: of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
IIlinois 
Indiana 
IOW 

Kansas 
Kentuci;y 
Louisiana 
?flaine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
?vtontana 
Nebraska 
Nevdda# 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
.xew York 

North Carolina 

x 

X 
X 
X 
X 

x 
x 

X 

X 
x 
X 

X 

s 

X 
X 

X 

x 
s 
X 
x 
X 
x 
X 

X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

s 
x 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

s 
X 
f 
X 
X 

x 
x 
X 

t 
X 
t 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
x 
X 
t 

t 
X 
X 

i n effec: durins 1991-92. 
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X 
X 

X 
x X 
I 
X 

t 

t s 

I t 

s 
X s 
X 

x 
X 
X X 
t i 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 

x 

s 



Exhibit 15 
Page 2 

TABLE A (Continued) 

Limited 
Initial Limited Medical Hospital 

Provider Provider Fee Charge LWlization Bill 
Jurisdiction Choice Change Schedule Regulation Review Review 

North Dakota+ X t t X X 

OhioP X x X 

Oklahoma X X X 
Oregon X X X 1 s 
Pennsylvania X X 

Rhode Island X 
South Carolina X X X X x 
South Dakota X 

Tennessee X X 
Texas X X X t X 

Utah X x X X 
Vermont 
Viiia X X 
Washington+ X X X X 
West Viiinia% X X X X X 
WiCOnsin X 
Wyoming# X X X X X 
TOTALS (exclude t) 21 40 27 22 14 I3 

’ Arizona and California divide initial provider choice between tl-t employer and the emplq~e, In New 
Mexico, the employer/isurer can control provider ch&s ~mi change during the siny days following the 
injury or after that period. 

: Being developed. 
F# Exclusive state fund. 

INOTE: The table does not reflect strategies that the states have authorized, but rather strategies that the states 
hart implemented. 
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X’ 

X 
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X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
. . 

X 

X 

x 

t X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 
. . 

x X 

x X’ X’ x 

X 5 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

I 

X 

X 

X x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X’ 

x X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X X’ 

X 
. . 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

4 40 

X 

X 

x 

X 

35 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

10 

X 

x ’ 

X 

32 

X 

21 

X 

L3 21 B t* 
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